
 

Germany says mass fish deaths in Oder river
a 'man-made disaster'
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Poland and Germany have long been at odds over the disaster.

Germany said Friday that mass fish deaths in the Oder river were a "man-
made environmental disaster", blaming toxic algae growth sparked by
the introduction of salt into the waters.
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Presenting a report into the disaster that saw at least 300 tonnes of dead
fish pulled from the river in Germany and Poland this summer, the
German environment ministry said the most likely cause was "a sudden
increase in salinity".

The "introduced salt" led to "massive proliferation of a brackish water
algae that is toxic to fish", it said.

However, "due to a lack of available information, the experts had to
leave open what caused the unnaturally high salt content", it added.

German Environment Minister Steffi Lemke said it was clear that
"human activity" was to blame.

Polish authorities had on Thursday released a separate report that also
blamed toxic algae for the fish deaths.

But the Polish report said the disaster had most likely been caused by
poor water quality as a result of high temperatures and very low water
levels over the summer.

Poland and Germany have long been at odds over the disaster.

Berlin initially accused Warsaw of failing to communicate the problem,
while Poland slammed Germany for spreading "fake news" about the
discovery of herbicides and pesticides in the water.

A report in Germany's Der Spiegel magazine on Friday accused Polish
authorities of failing to cooperate with their German counterparts to
investigate the fish deaths.

Polish authorities became "more and more reserved, in some cases
almost secretive", Lilian Busse, the head of the investigation, was cited
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as saying.

The Spiegel report said Greenpeace investigations had shown high salt
levels at a copper mine in the city of Glogow may have contributed to
the disaster.

"It is obvious to me that the Polish government wants to cover up the
causes of the fish kill in the Oder," Ralph Lenkert, environmental policy
spokesman for the far-left Die Linke party, told the magazine.
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